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We re-visit the problem of non-perturbative contribution to the mass
difference in D0 − D0 mixing within the Standard Model (SM). There
are two known approaches to take this contribution into account. In the
long-distance approach one analyzes contribution to the D0 − D0 from
exclusive channels due to production of intermediate charmless hadronic
states. In the short-distance approach one employs the Operator Prod-
uct Expansion (OPE) techniques with the non-perturbative contribution
coming from the diagrams containing low energy-momentum quark states
- quark-antiquark condensates. Within the latter approach, the non-
perturbative contribution to the normalized mass difference in D0 − D0
mixing, xD = ∆MD/ΓD, is estimated to be few × 10
−3, that is to say
very close to the experimental value of xD. We attempt to verify quan-
titatively this estimate here. We find that the actual prediction of the
short-distance approach is few times less than the estimate above and
order of magnitude less than the experimental value of xD.
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D0 − D0 oscillations may serve as an efficient tool for indirect searches for New
Physics (NP). Recent discovery of CP-violation in the charm quark involving processes
[1, 2] with the experimental data possibly exceeding the SM predictions has revived
the interest to the charm sector as the place where a signal for New Physics (NP)
may be detected.
Within the perturbative approach, the Standard Model contribution to the mass
and the width difference in D0 −D0 mixing is suppressed by several orders of mag-
nitude [3, 4] as compared to the experimental values of these quantities. The ex-
perimental values of the normalized mass and width differences in D0 − D0 mixing
[5],
xexpD =
∆MexpD
ΓD
= (6.3± 1.9)× 10−3 (1)
yexpD =
∆ΓexpD
2ΓD
= (7.5± 1.2)× 10−3 (2)
may be either due to non-perturbative effects within the Standard Model [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]
or due to New Physics effects (see [11, 12, 13] and references therein). Whether one
of these two effects dominates or (1) and/or (2) are due to interference of these two
effects, is still unclear mainly because of the lack of precise evaluation of the non-
perturbative SM contribution.
In this paper the problem of non-perturbative contribution to the mass difference
in D0 −D0 mixing within the Standard Model is readdressed.
Two ways of taking into account the non-perturbative contribution to D0 − D0
mixing are presently known. The long-distance approach considers the exclusive chan-
nels of D0 −D0 mixing, when this process occurs due to production of intermediate
charmless hadronic states. It has been estimated using this approach that xSMD ∼ 10
−2
and ySMD ∼ 10
−2.
Another (short-distance) approach is based on the use of Operator Product Ex-
pansion (OPE) techniques with the non-perturbative effects coming from the dia-
grams containing low energy-momentum quark states - quark-antiquark condensates.
The contribution of these diagrams corresponds to higher-order (as compared to the
dimension-six four-fermion operators) 1/mc terms in the OPE. The estimates done
using this approach predict [8] xSMD ∼ few×10
−3, and yD ∼ 10
−3. Apparent discrep-
ancy between the results of the two approaches may be both because of the Operator
Product Expansion failure (as µhad/mc is not a small quantity), and because of pos-
sible cancelations in the contribution of different exclusive channels.
In this paper we attempt to evaluate quantitatively the non-perturbative contri-
bution to the mass difference in D0 − D0 mixing using the OPE techniques∗. Our
preliminary results show that the actual prediction of the short-distance approach
∗Quantitative evaluation of subleading diagrams for the width difference has been done in [14].
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Figure 1: Diagrams with two hanging quark lines.
is few times less than the estimate of ref. [8] and order of magnitude less than the
experimental value of xD.
Within the Standard Model, D0 − D0 oscillations are analyzed using the two
generation mixing approach (neglecting the contribution of the diagrams with b-
quark intermediate states - this approach is well justified (at least when the mass
difference is of the interest) due to the suppressed mixing of the third generation
of quarks with the first two). With this assumption, D0 − D0 mixing vanishes in
the well-defined theoretical limit of exact flavor SU(3) symmetry. In the real world,
where the flavor SU(3) is broken, the SM contribution to the D0 − D0 is of course
non-vanishing. Yet, it is suppressed by a certain power of the strange-to-charm mass
ratio. In particular, to the lowest order in the perturbation theory, xLOD ∝ m
4
s/m
4
c
and yLOD ∝ m
6
s/m
6
c . More precisely, for the mass difference [4],
(xD)
LO =
G2Fm
2
c
3pi2
f 2DMD
ΓD
(
m4s
m4c
)
sin2 θC cos
2 θC
×
{
5
4
[
C22 − 2C1C2 − 3C
2
1
]
B
(S)
D − C
2
2BD
}
≈ 1.7× 10−6 (3)
Thus, within the SM, to the lowest order in the perturbation theory xD is smaller by
several orders of magnitude than its experimental value.
It has been argued however [6, 7, 8] that the SM contribution to xD may be sig-
nificantly greater due to the diagrams involving interactions of the valence charm and
up quarks and antiquarks with (non-perturbative) low energy-momentum intermedi-
ate QCD background quark states (light quark-antiquark condensates). The simplest
case with a single low energy-momentum quark state and the energy being trans-
ferred from D0 to D0 (and back) by a single light quark propagator is depicted in
Figure 1. The non-perturbative quark-antiquark state is denoted by a pair of hanging
light quark lines.
It is also possible that all the intermediate light quark states are low energy-
momentum states and the energy from D0 to D0 and back is transferred by a hard
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Figure 2: Examples of diagrams with four hanging quark lines.
gluon. Examples of the diagrams with four hanging light quark lines (that describe
such a scenario) are presented in Figure 2.
Note that each time one cuts a quark line, the strange or down quark propagator
in the matrix element of D0 −D0 transition must be replaced by a dimension-three
product of strange or down quark operators. Then an extra factor of m3c must appear
in the denominator to preserve the dimensionality of the matrix element (and that
of the mass and the width difference). Thus, the diagrams in Fig. 1 yield the matrix
elements of d = 9 local operator products or 1/m3c suppressed terms in Operator
Product Expansion. Subsequently, the diagrams in Fig. 2 yield the matrix elements
of d = 12 local operator products or 1/m6c suppressed terms in Operator Product
Expansion.
As the ratio of µhad/mc is not a small quantity, both the 1/m
3
c and the 1/m
6
c terms
in OPE may be non-negligible or even dominant provided that their suppression in
powers of ms/mc is weaker than that of the lowest-order term. It has been proven [6]
using a group-theoretical analysis that mass insertion in each light quark propagator
produces a factor of m2s, whereas the interaction of the valence charm and up quarks
and antiquarks with a QCD background quark-antiquark state produces a factor of
ms only. Thus, one may expect a softer flavor SU(3) suppression in the diagrams
with hanging quarks!
The rule of the suppression power counting in the diagrams with hanging quarks
states as follows [8]:
• Cutting a quark line, we pay the price of a power suppression ∼ µ3had/m
3
c . Yet,
flavor SU(3) suppression (in this fermion line) is ms/µhad only and there is no
loop factor. Altogether we have the enhancement ∼ 4pi2µ2had/(msmc), which
3
may yield (xD)
d=9 ∼ 10−4.
• Subsequently, cutting two quark lines (and inserting a gluon propagator that
transfers the energy from D0 to D0 and back), produces an enhancement factor
of ∼ 4pi2(4piαs)µ
4
had/(m
2
sm
2
c) (with αs = αs(mc)). This may yield (xD)
d=12 ∼
few × 10−3.
The latter estimate however turns to be somewhat altered by some additional
suppression factors that emerge in the quantitative evaluation of the diagrams with
hanging quarks. We illustrate this on the subset of the diagrams in Fig. 2 where
the gluon couples to the external (charm and up) quark lines. The more comprehen-
sive evaluation of all relevant diagram with hanging quarks will be presented in our
forthcoming publication [15].
For the diagrams in Fig. 2 one gets
(xD)
d=12
external =
(
2G2Fm
2
c
9
)
(4piαs)
f 2DMD
ΓD
(
m2s
m2c
)(
Λ4
m4c
)
sin2 θC cos
2 θC
×
{
4C1
3
[3C1 + 2C2]BD −
[
C22 +
8C1C2
3
+ 4C21
]
B
(S)
D
}
(4)
where Λ is a non-perturbative parameter of the order of hadronization scale or smaller
(or Λ ∼ 1 GeV or smaller) that is related to the light quark-antiquark condensates.
It is defined as
m2sΛ
4 = 〈0|
[(
s(0)γµPLs(0)− d(0)γµPLd(0)
) (
s(0)γµPLs(0)− d(0)γ
µPLd(0)
)
(5)
−2s(0)γµPLd(0)d(0)γ
µPLs(0)
]
|0〉
Choosing Λ = 1GeV , one gets
(xD)
d=12
external = −0.76× 10
−3 (6)
While the negative sign may be flipped when evaluating the remaining diagrams with
hanging quarks, it is apparent that our result is somewhat smaller than the estimate
discussed above. This is mainly due to the fact that the loop factor 1/(3pi2) present
in Eq. (3) does not just disappear (as was assumed in ref. [8]) but is replaced by
another suppression factor, 2/9, due to Fierz re-arrangements of the relevant color
indices when deriving (4). More detailed analysis of the power 1/Ncolor suppression
effects is going to be presented in [15].
Thus, our quantitative evaluation of the non-perturbative contribution to the mass
difference in D0 − D0 mixing yields the value of xD that is few times smaller than
4
the made estimates and by order of magnitude less than the experimental output for
this quantity. The interpretation of our result is rather ambiguous. As mentioned
above, it may be due to the failure of Operator Product Expansion (as µhad/mc is not
a small quantity). Another issue may be the validity of the factorization approach
used to derive (4). On the other hand, it is also possible that the SM contribution to
xD is indeed small (provided strong cancelations in the contribution of the exclusive
channels occur), and the experimental value of xD is due to New Physics effects.
In conclusion we attempted to evaluate quantitatively the non-perturbative con-
tribution to the mass difference in D0−D0 mixing within the Standard Model using
the OPE techniques. Our preliminary results show that within this approach the SM
prediction for xD is few times less than the previously made estimate and order of
magnitude less than the experimental value of this quantity.
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